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- Analysis and editing: Real-time parameter analysis and editing are supported Rack: One effects rack containing over 100 effects (3 Channels, 3 Channels
Sidechain, 5 Channels Crossfade, 3 Channels 1-3, 3 Channels 4-6, 8 Channels). Multi effects: Multiple effects within one band can be assigned to different
channels. - MULTI: Amplitube Crack’s multiple effects are connected to one input
channel and to one mixer channel. In other words, a different multiple effects
processing can be applied to each input channel and each mixer channel. - Rack 1:
An all-purpose effects rack, the “main rack” of Amplitube, including 10 standard
effects, two stereo enhancers, an all-faders-driven effects routing (i.e. without
normal level meters), 8 keyer effects, one compressor effect and an HF limiter.
Amplitube also offers a dedicated effects section with a wide variety of dedicated
effects, several special effects, an harmonizer, a crossfader, a LFO, a delay, various
parametric processors, a parametric multi effect, a compressor, a flanger and a
parallel flanger. Amplitube also offers several mappings for simultaneous effects
processing of the inputs of the current channel. The effects on the instrument can be
switched to different positions within the instruments range. - Rack 2: Dedicated
effects rack for synthesizers. Within this rack, you can enjoy the following effects
types : 12 multi effects, 3 multi effects, a mono flanger and an A-B flanger. These
“synthesizer effects” can be assigned to both channels of the synthesizer and to one
input channel and one output channel (channel mode). - Rack 3: Dedicated effects
rack for instruments. The following effects can be switched to different
instruments: 6 multi effects, a flanger, a parallel flanger, a mono flanger, a delay, a
reverb and an EQ in various bands. The effects can be assigned to one instrument
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(instrument mode), each input channel and each output channel, the “general FX
routing” (all input channels and all output channels), or to one channel input and one
mixer channel output (channel mode). - RAM: Possibility to store processed sound
in the RAM area to be recalled later. - Record: Record an unlimited number of
sound files using the internal recording device. The sound files can be 09e8f5149f
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Amplitube Pro is a music production software that we designed to meet the
requirements of every user. Our software has been designed to be as intuitive and
user friendly as possible, for our products to meet the needs of a wide audience of
musicians. Amplitube allows you to: 1. Store and recall every preset with a variety
of useful parameters 2. Import and export audio and midi files 3. Record audio
waveforms and play them back and manipulate them 4. Add
guitar/bass/synth/effects/drums/percussion tracks to your songs/midi projects 5. Use
on a stand-alone program or as a VST (Vocals, Guitar, Bass and Drums), AAX
(Vocals, Guitar, Bass and Drums) and RTAS (Vocals, Guitar, Bass and Drums)
plugin 6. Create different instrumental tracks, one per instrument 7. Make changes
to your files with different piano roll styles 8. Choose from a range of classic drums
kits to customise 9. Connect your instrument/s to the software so it’s like having
your own multi-track 10. You can record and edit using all the same templates and
effects that you use on your other software, or explore your own ideas with a builtin editor/recorder 11. Amplitube features an advanced audio modelling engine that
makes it a perfect match for live performances. It will allow you to easily
manipulate your tracks live, switching them back and forth in an instant, every time
you need a change. ]]> III Demo Package Full+Premium Features For FREE! 04
Feb 2014 18:08:30 +0000 the music scene has seen a huge rise in the volume of
noise genres, ranging from hip-hop to electronica, but there is a particular genre that
What's New In?

Amplitube is an extremely complex audio modelling software that contains an
impressive amount of effects and simulations aimed at providing state-of-the-art
accuracy in the making of guitar and bass tones. The product has been on the
market for some time, but has never failed to comply with user needs thanks to the
patented technologies that have been improved over time to enhance the audio
production process inside homes and even studios. Much like any other respectable
audio modeler, Amplitube relies on a sophisticated architecture that allows it to be
installed in the form of a standalone application, as well as a VST, AAX or RTAS
plugin. Both approaches provide a high level of usability reflected in a professional
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and appealing environment that is a treat to look at and experiment with. Amplitube
can be a game changer for live performances, due to its fast preset switching that
allows you to shift the sound to a new direction seamlessly. Used as a plugin, it can
provide a vast array of effects oriented towards vintage and modern sounds, able to
work with synthesizers and instruments, just as well. Provided that you connected an
instrument such as a guitar or bass to the computer, Amplitube can work as a tone
machine, providing out-of-the-box configurations for both live and studio
performances with the possibility to enable stereo mode. Bottom line, Amplitube is
a versatile audio processor that can be used both as a plugin and as a standalone
program. The advantage of the latter is the built-in recorder that can capture
performances for later use. Amplitube Features: Multi-Effects Engine Amplitube
contains a multi-effects engine that provides a vast selection of dynamics,
harmonics, equalizers, amp simulation and effects that can be used alone or in a
multiple combination to achieve different tones. Stereo Mode The Amplitube app
has an advanced stereo mode that allows you to set the virtual surround environment
to any of the default modes for the guitar, bass and vocals that are included,
allowing you to enjoy the experience from a different perspective. Presets Browser
You can store and recall presets at will, ensuring instant access to your own settings
and creations. XChange XChange allows you to share presets with other users of the
Amplitube community. It allows you to browse the presets, catalog for additional
presets and download. Presets Amplitube contains presets of several genres and
varieties, including but not limited to: vintage, grun
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System Requirements:

Minimum: Mac OS X 10.10 (Yosemite) or later, 64-bit processor, 2GB RAM (8GB
recommended) USB keyboard USB mouse 20GB of available disk space HDD or
SSD – Windows 10 requires at least 5GB of free space (ideally separate) DirectX
9-capable video card with at least 256MB of VRAM Audio card with stereo input
Wi-Fi adapter Headset Recommended: Mac OS X 10.11 (
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